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Insights and trends from the branding and design world



Branding Times is an industry publication reporting on the latest news, insights and trends 
from the branding and design world. We are owned and published by Works Design Group, 
a full-service creative agency that inspires brands to be better seen, heard and felt. From 
brand redesigns to innovations in virtual reality, our team of writers investigate all of the 
ways that our industry impacts CPG and retail. 
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Our content is timely: we feature interviews with key industry executives and experts,
report on insights learned from trade shows, and conduct first-hand research in a variety 
of grocery and retail settings in order to remain at the cutting edge of trends and innovation 
within the branding world.
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“Did Nike’s Swoosh Make the Brand Famous, or is it the Other Way Around?” - Adweek

“How to build a Successful Brand” - Joe’s Daily

“10 Package Design Mistakes and Why You Should Avoid Them” - Design Daily News

“Packaging’s Next Evolution” - PackagingImpressions

“The Debate: A Multi-Part Series About Socially and 
Eco-Conscience Marketing and Design” - Brand Experience Magazine

In the Press



Taylor Getler
Editor in Chief

Taylor works in business development 
and is passionate about marketing, 
branding, and design. She is especially 
interested in trend spotting and keeping 
up with the disruptions to the industry.

Eric Norton
Director of Operations

Eric has been working in design for over 
20 years producing inspired brand strategy, 
package design, creative development, 
and digital assets.

The
Editorial Team



If you are interested in contributing to Branding Times or would like to 
participate in an interview as part of our "Industry Insights" series, please 
send us an email—we'd love to hear from you.

Write with Us!

Topics that we are especially interested in featuring include:
• The future of packaging and retail
• Flavor trends in packaged foods
• Deep-dives into the histories of different brands
• Innovations in package design



Press & partnership Inquiries: 
contact@brandingtimes.com

www.brandingtimes.com
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